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Patient case 2023-01: Recipient information

A 5 years old boy with blood group B pos was registered on the kidney waitlist

Recipient HLA type: A*02:05, A*11:01, B*50:01, B*54:01, C*01:02, C*06:02, DRB1*07:01, DRB1*12:02, 
DRB3*03:02, DRB4*01:03, DQB1*02:02, DQB1*03:01, DQA1*02:01, DQA1*06:01, 
DPB1*03:01, DPB1*04:01, DPA1*01:03, DPA1*02:02 

Antibody information:
No immunizing events
2 sera were tested with a 3-month time interval before waitlist registration:

CDC: negative 
LMX positive for Class II
Luminex SA shows Class II specificities

3-Apr-241 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen



Patient case 2023-01 : Luminex SA results

Lifecodes DR9 DR4 DR7 DR52 DR103 DR1 DR16 DR15 DR14 DR12 DR13 DR3 DR10

Serum 1 6263 5684 5527 4574 3031 2970 2838 2687 2486 2451 2336 2311 1806

Serum 2 1739 1719 1615 1424 604 674 582 593 578 * * * *

3-Apr-242 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

Values in background adjusted MFI, *Values below MFI 500 are not depicted

One lambda serum 1 One lambda serum 2

Found in both sera/test kits   Patient’s HLA type



Patient case 2023-01: Definition of Unacceptable Antigens?

3-Apr-243 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

9/49 centers defined one or more unacceptable antigens:

Specificity DR4 DR9 DR52
Frequency 8 8 4

Specificity DR1 DR15 DR16 DR17 DR18 DR10 DR11 DR13 DR14 DR51 DR53
Frequency 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Specificity DR12 DP3 DR7 DR8
Frequency 2 2 1 1 Found in both sera/test kits   Patient’s HLA type

Most other centers remarked that in this pre-transplantation situation without known
immunizing events the MFI values are overall too low for unacceptable antigen definition


2023-01

		ET centers				NET centers																						ND		Not Decided (depending on extra testing or information not available in the case)

		Received from		on		Received from		on						Total ET		Total NET		Total All				all ET centers		all NET centers

		GLU		2/28/23		PWC		3/13/23				received		44		5		49				AGA		BHS				Center		(N)ET		obs included						numbers		yes		yes but		ND		no but		no		Total

		AIB		3/7/23		GMA		3/13/23				max		44		35		80				AIB		BUS				AGA		ET		x						all		0		0		0		0		0		0		0.0%

		GMZ		3/8/23		SSU		3/13/23				percentage		100.00%		14.29%		61.25%				AOL		CZB				AIB		ET		x						et only		0		0		0		0		0		0		0.0%

		BME		3/8/23		SSL		3/14/23														AWG		CZE				AOL		ET		x						percentages 		yes		yes but		ND		no but		no

		GKS		3/8/23		H.GE		3/14/23														BBJ		CZH				AWG		ET		x						all		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		GHA		3/8/23																		BBR		CZI				BBJ		ET		x						et only		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		GES		3/10/23																		BLA		CZM				BBR		ET		x

		GHG		3/10/23																		BLG		CZO				BLA		ET		x

		GER		3/10/23																		BME		CZP				BLG		ET		x						numbers

		BBR		3/13/23																		CRI		FRE				BME		ET		x

		GDR		3/13/23																		CZA		FSL				CRI		ET		x

		GHO		3/13/23																		GAK		GBO				CZA		ET		x

		GFR		3/13/23																		GBC		GBR				GAK		ET		x

		GKM		3/13/23																		GDR		GKL				GBC		ET		x

		BBJ		3/13/23																		GDU		GMA				GDR		ET		x

		BLG		3/13/23																		GER		GUL				GDU		ET		x

		NGR		3/13/23																		GES		HGE				GER		ET		x

		NNY		3/13/23																		GFM		IDU				GES		ET		x

		NUT		3/13/23																		GFR		LRI				GFM		ET		x

		NMS		3/13/23																		GGI		PGD				GFR		ET		x

		GJE		3/14/23																		GGO		PKR				GGI		ET		x

		NLB		3/14/23																		GHA		PPO				GGO		ET		x

		GGI		3/14/23																		GHB		PSZ				GHA		ET		x

		GML		3/14/23																		GHG		PWC				GHB		ET		x

		AWG		3/14/23																		GHO		PWR				GHG		ET		x

		GHB		3/14/23																		GJE		SDA				GHO		ET		x						percentages

		CRI		3/14/23																		GKM		SDC				GJE		ET		x

		GRO		3/14/23																		GKS		SIR				GKM		ET		x

		NAW		3/14/23																		GLP		SLB				GKS		ET		x

		AGA		3/14/23																		GLU		SNO				GLP		ET		x

		CZA		3/14/23																		GML		SSG				GLU		ET		x

		BLA		3/14/23																		GMN		SSH				GML		ET		x

		SLO		3/14/23																		GMZ		SSL				GMN		ET		x

		GTU		3/14/23																		GRO		SSU				GMZ		ET		x

		GBC		3/14/23																		GST						GRO		ET		x

		GFM		3/14/23																		GTU						GST		ET		x

		AOL		3/14/23																		HBU						GTU		ET		x

		GST		3/14/23																		NAW						HBU		ET		x

		GGO		3/14/23																		NGR						NAW		ET		x

		GLP		3/14/23																		NLB						NGR		ET		x

		GMN		3/15/23																		NMS						NLB		ET		x

		GAK		3/15/23																		NNY						NMS		ET		x

		GDU		3/15/23																		NUT						NNY		ET		x

		HBU		3/15/23																		SLO						NUT		ET		x
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23-01 observations

		Center		(N)ET		Observations

		AGA		ET		Absence of immunizing events		decrease of MFI's		autoreactivity against HLA DR and DP		repeat testing after 3 months before defining UAG		in this center there were 2 similar cases that could be explained by vacciation

		AIB		ET		no need for further testing of these or new samples		the results from the two vendors are completely different		the Immucor assay shows reaction to self (DR7)		LC reactions are usually higher than OL, opposite to this patient, this is not plausible		not report UAG		reactions will probaly disappear in a few months

		AOL		ET		the 2 test performed suggest a reproducible result against DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03		DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03 represents an auto-Ab based on patients typing		Both systems give less strong pos results to DRB1 (DR4, DR9 DR7, DR12 and DR52)		Autoreactivity from DR52, DR7, DR12		MFI values show a downward trend		based on results and immunization no UAG are defined		observe further course in following months		additional testing us not likely to yield new findings

		AWG		ET		discrepant results of Ab testing with OL and LC		antibodies against patients own antigens are detectable		Not define UAG when antibody status and HLA type remain the same

		BBJ		ET		suspect the HLA Class II Abs (DRB1*07:01, 12:01, DPB1*03:01, DPA1*01:03) against patients own HLA to be aspecific		aspecific Abs could be due to auto Abs, therapy, immune complexes or vaccination		not define UAG		no immunizig events and doubstful origin of observed HLA Abs

		BBR		ET		probably cros reactive non HLA antibodies		when no complement fixing Abs present, transplantation is possible after a negative XM on  spleen cells		in case of C3d fixing specs, determine those as UAG

		BLA		ET		unexpected HLA immunization in a 5 year old		check (extra) for immunzing event, viral infection/ inflammatory process		aautoreactivity is seen, check the patient typing		SA tests are suspected to interfere with a pan DR picture, rule this out by using a LMX test		If the LMX is pos, retest the serum with an immucor ID kit to check the possible interference		tests can be repeated with EDTA treatment to rule out prozone effect		follow up the immunization (1x/ 3 months)		given the age and bloodgoup the patient has limited acces to renal tx, it is important to pay attention to UAG.

		BLG		ET		precense of autoreactive Abs against the patients DR (possible cause:viral infection)		not define any UAG		get in touch with patients physisian to know more about medical background		repeat testing after 3 months

		BME		ET		young child without immunizing events		probably precense of auto antibodies weaker in the second serum		not define UAG		follow up is recommended

		CRI		ET		not define UAG		SA tests show presence of auto Abs (DPB1*03:01, DPA*01:03, DR*07:01, 12:01)		check for recent infections		if repeated SAB tests show an increase in MFI or give a new spec: consider defining UAG

		CZA		ET		Both LC and OL have pos reactions for patients own specsL Dr7, DR12, DR53, DQ7, DP3		If we apply as cut of the strongest reaction (DR7) only Dr4 would be borderline pos.		the results for serum 2 show a siginificant decrease of al specificities		list DR4 and DR9 as UAG  (patient is a child) until we have add info and add testing is done after 3 months

		GAK		ET		list UAG in accordance to serum 1 and inspite of wekening of the Abs in serum 2

		GBC		ET		judge the results of serum 1 and 2 as unspecific for HLA		In SAB class II reactions against own antigens (DRB1*07:01, 12:02, DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03)		no documented immunizing events andtis is a common observation in young children		no UAG are defined		follow up the results on an upcoming sample

		GDR		ET		specificities with MFI >1000 are reported		no UAG are defined		pos bead 71 DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03, probably false pos (other beads are neg)

		GDU		ET		in both samples the signal intensities drop from 1st to 2nd sample		In OL DP1 is pos, in this test there is often an unspecific DP1 signal		we would charge out the LC result of the 2nd serum as negative (low MFI values and self Dr7 pos)		not define UAG for this patient.

		GER		ET		policy: OL test define all Abs with an MFI >5000 as UAG		however the Abs against DPB1*03:01 react with the recipients own antigen and can't be set as UAG		For LC a strong reaction agianst epitope 108P is detectable		the Abs seen are not plausible because they react with the patients own antigens		retype the patient, in case the typing is not correct reconsider the plausibility of the Abs

		GES		ET		is the moderate anti HLA class II immunization true immunization?		or is the immunization "high background" which can be observed in pediatric samples quite often		Ol results are lower tham LC results		Assess this immunization only as a risk factor		not define UAG for this patient.		patient is DR12, DR52 and there are Abs against HLAsimalar to his own		most likely Abs are "natural antibodies"		it could be discussed with the clinician  to set HLA-DP3 UAG for safety reasons

		GFM		ET		this patatient has no immunization event to give plausibility to the Abs detected in OL /LC		in addition in both tests there are autorecative HLA plus natural Abs		therefore Not defne any UAG		CDC is negative for both sera		and the MFI values of the pos specs are clearly decreasing from smaple 1 to 2		MFI Ol are all <3000MFI except DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03 wich is auto/natural Ab*		DRB1*07:01 (LC SAB) against patient antigen		Risk factors: (spec from both tests/ epitope 104AK) DR4, DR9, DR52

		GFR		ET		this patient shows a large numvber of HLA Ab specs which cannot be atributed to an immnizing event		accordingly we would not define UA (which could diminish the donor pool)		we would inform the surgeon about the elevated rejection risk

		GGI		ET		both analytical sysetem detect Abs against DRB1*04 and 09		evaluateLC results more cautiously as Abs against patients own antigens are detectable (DRB1*07:01, 12:02)		non specific reactions may play a role in the LC test system		Define DRB1*04, 09 as UAG

		GGO		ET		not define UAG faor this patient		no uimmunization event, a young boy and his paterent shuld know if he received transfusions		reactions with patients own and foreign Ag are comparably strong: non specific reactions 		in serum 2 reactions are lower than in serum 1, the unspecific reactions might disappear		rections occur with beads as DRB1*04:01 which are known to react with natural Abs**

		GHA		ET		at first sight the Ab specification seems valid and reasonableaginst epitope 108P		but there are two auto reactive specs which bear this epitope as well (DRB1*07:01, 12:01)		The second serum exhibits a decreased number of specificities

		GHB		ET		Luminex SA shows very broad reactivityagainst DR inclduninfg patients own DRB1 in both assays		we assume a humaoral  response against events such as infection or inflammation		centerpolicy definung UAG for children MFI >1000		here we would be reluctant to define any UAG at the moment		repeat Ab testing after 3 months						at time of organ offer CDC XM with recent and historic serum on unsep/T/B cell w+w/o DTT

		GHG		ET		a lot of the reactions in the 2 bead array testings are directed towards the patients own antigens		(reaction with own Ag: DRB1*07:01, 12:02, DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03		it is not uncommon to see pos reactions in SAB tests in young children without  immunizing events		this may be the result of the unmature nature of a young childs immune system		it is alos plausible that reactions are unspecific and directed towards structures of artificially developed bead array antigens		CDC is negative		Not define any UAG		perform B cell XM at time of organ offer

		GHO		ET		no immunizing events		antibbody pattern contains Abs agianst own DRB1*07:01		detected Abs are most likely unspecific		at this point we wil not define any UAG

		GJE		ET		Luminex tests show positive weakly reactions with the autologous Ag of HLADR an DO locus		the result was repeatedly detectable		No immunizing events knowwn		Ab specs cannot be substained by sensitozation history, thus consider nonspecific reaction pattern

		GKM		ET		SAB results are most likely unspecific		in our ecxperience such ubnspecific reactions are commenly seen in pediatric patients		a further hint is reaction against self Ag DRB1*07:01, 12:01, DQB1*03:01, DPB1*03:01		based on LC alone possibly regard DR4, DR9 as pos, and would be included in the specificities		not list UAG

		GKS		ET		most dominant reaction (in OL) is directed against DPA1*01:03/DPB1*03:01 and DR7, DR12 which are self antigens		the antigen patterns are not plausible with regard to alloreaction		possibly a transitory event (i.e. bacterial infecton) may have induced this Ab pattern		only defne UAG in case of positivity in complement binding reaction

		GLP		ET		the antibody results of the 2 suppliers are inconsistant		LC shows no DP reactios and OL shows DPB1*03:01 only (self antigen)		in the 1st serum reactionfor DRB1*12:02 (ep108P), 2nd serum DRB1*07:01 (ep 104AK)		both epitope 108P and 104AK are self epitopes and should not be regocnized		no immunizing events		CDC screening is negative		no definition of UAG

		GLU		ET		most likely false positive reactions		no need for additional testing		informations about immunizing events is needed (other transplants?)		I would not assign UAG		no immunizing events

		GMA		NET		clear indication for auto-Abs		no UAG for this patient

		GML		ET		concider the results as artificial/false positive reactions		not define UAG		we do not think extra testing is necessary

		GMN		ET		assays show reativity afainst Class II including to self (DrB1*07:01, 12:02, DRB3*03, DQB1*03:01) and some DQA and DP		furthermore reactivity which is strongest for DR4, DR9		reactivity in the sera is mots likely unspecific (for HLA)		it might have to do something with components used in the luminex test systems		antibodies against DR4, DR9 cannot be excluded, list those as UAG

		GMZ		ET		as the child has no immunizing events we would not define UA		some Abs are autoreactive as it has been discribed in some rheumatic diseases (SLA, RA)		antibodies could be directed against denatured HLA Cl II molecules

		GRO		ET		we would not condider the dtected Abs relevant 		not define any UAG		no immunizing events shown		it is possible that the specific reaction sin SAB have developed due to autoimmune reaction after an inefection

		GST		ET		no definition of UAG		no immunization events		no detection of cytotoxic Abs		Luminex class II Ab pos fr single epitopes (different in both sera) including for self Ag (DR7, DR12, DP3)		interesting: the not insignificant MFI differences bewteen both providers		positive antigen reactions change and decrease over time 		indication of denatured Ag on beads refelecting "cryptic epitopes" bound by non HLA Abs		in tjhis pre-tx situation without known immunization events the MFI values are overall too low for UAG definition

		GTU		ET		not deine any UAG for this patient without firther information		could not define  any history of immunization event		the pos reactions are not defined as UAG		the detected Abs are probably consequence of bystander actviation cby vaccination

		HBU		ET		these class II Abs are not associated with an immuzing event		In both sera /2 SAB methods Abs could be identified with moderate MFIs against 108P epitope		feature of pan DR reaction including self (DRb1*07:01, 12:02, DPB1*03:01)		this profile could be caused by non specific binding to recombinant HLA molecules ob the beads		false pos reactions may be due to the effect of high dose intravenous IG, ATG, anti CD20 		false pos reactions may be due o the precense of Abs agaisnt denatured HA		the Abs DQB1*03:02, 03:03 represent a moderate risk		not define UAG (policy define UAG with MFI >10000)

		HGE		NET		very few DR will be accptable		because of th young age of the patient

		NAW		ET		Antibodies against own alleles		No DCD antibodies		No known immunizing event		not define UAG for this patient.

		NGR		ET		we assume the patient typing has been conformid in an independent sample and is correct		the test results are suspect for non-specificity and (after FXM has proven so) ignored		the results from the two vendors do not match		the test results for LC are inconsistant in time, both  in terms of specificity and MFI		reactivity to a number of self antigens is detected		no UAG are listed for this patient		Center policy: we consider specificities with MFI>8000 for non-sensitized patients

		NLB		ET		As the DR4, 7, 9and 52 are present in both sera and these antigens share an epitope, list these as UAG		these antibodies are also found both with LC and OL		DP3 is only found with one of the testkits, so not define as UAG

		NMS		ET		no immunizing events		several positive reactions against own antigens		in case these results are caused by medication also cceck class I results		might exclude some antigens dependig on further testing		compare epitope results for both vendors

		NNY		ET		antibodies can be found agianst a multide of HLA molecules amongst which self (DRB1*07:01, 12:02 , others)		absence of CDC reactivity		not define any UAG		results are found on two different sera, so a mix up of samples seems to be excluded

		NUT		ET		we put the patient on the waiting list as non-immnized		DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03 is higly likely false pos, given the fact that the other bead carrying DPB1*01 is neg 		the MFI value is too low to declear it UAG		no additional testing required

		PWC		NET		considering the detection of anti DP3 and antigen DPB1		negative CDC screening		lack of immunization		see if auto Abs are present and take these into consideration in interpretation of an actual XM		no basis to define UAG		byt check epitopes in cause of a potential donor

		SLO		ET		the child hasn't expererienced immunizing events		not assign UAG		DPB1*03:01 which reacted with the highes MFI in OL was neg in LC		DPB1*03:01 is also a self antigen		we assume that the weak pos reactions with DR are due to unspecific binding

		SSL		NET		we have in the 1st serum auto reactivity and will only accept own Ag Dr7, Dr12 and DR8		recommend a conformatory luminex in a few months and if concordant with serum 2, all DR Ag can be accepted

		SSU		NET		no UAG can be defined		self antigens with celar positivity (DRB1*07:01, 12:02)		w usually see this with OL but mostly neg with LC		use presorb

		Natural Ab*		(Wehmeier et al, 2020)

		Natural Ab**		Studies with male donors w/o any immunization event





23-01 obs sorted 1

		Centers that did not define UAG (41; 38 ET/3 NET)		Immunization (30)		Decrease of MFI (8)

		no UAG are defined		absence of CDC reactivity		decrease of MFI's

		no UAG are defined		Absence of immunizing events		and the MFI values of the pos specs are clearly decreasing from sample 1 to 2

		no UAG are listed for this patient		negative CDC screening		in both samples the signal intensities drop from 1st to 2nd sample

		no UAG can be defined		No CDC antibodies		in serum 2 reactions are lower than in serum 1, the unspecific reactions might disappear

		no UAG for this patient		no detection of cytotoxic Abs		MFI values show a downward trend

		not assign UAG		no documented immunizing events andtis is a common observation in young children		positive antigen reactions change and decrease over time 

		not define any UAG		no immunization event, a young boy and his parents should know if he received transfusions		probably precense of auto antibodies weaker in the second serum

		not define any UAG		no immunization events		we would charge out the LC result of the 2nd serum as negative (low MFI values and self Dr7 pos)

		not define any UAG		no immunizig events and doubstful origin of observed HLA Abs

		Not define any UAG		no immunizing events		Testing (16)

		not define UAG		no immunizing events		we do not think extra testing is necessary

		not define UAG		no immunizing events		additional testing us not likely to yield new findings

		not define UAG		no immunizing events		at time of organ offer CDC XM with recent and historic serum on unsep/T/B cell w+w/o DTT

		not define UAG		No immunizing events knowwn

		not define UAG (policy define UAG with MFI >10000)		no immunizing events shown		no additional testing required

		not define UAG for this patient.		No known immunizing event		no need for additional testing

		not define UAG for this patient.		lack of immunization		no need for further testing of these or new samples

		not define UAG for this patient.		as the child has no immunizing events we would not define UAG

		not define UAG for this patient.		Assess this immunization only as a risk factor		when no complement fixing Abs present, transplantation is possible after a negative XM on  spleen cells

		Not define UAG when antibody status and HLA type remain the same		could not define  any history of immunization event

		not deine any UAG for this patient without firther information		is the moderate anti HLA class II immunization true immunization?

		not list UAG		the child hasn't expererienced immunizing events		we assume the patient typing has been confirmed in an independent sample and is correct

		not report UAG		this patatient has no immunization event to give plausibility to the Abs detected in OL /LC

		no basis to define UAG		unexpected HLA immunization in a 5 year old

		no definition of UAG		young child without immunizing events

		no definition of UAG		we put the patient on the waiting list as non-immunized

		I would not assign UAG		CDC is negative

		only defne UAG in case of positivity in complement binding reaction		CDC is negative for both sera

		at this point we wil not define any UAG		CDC screening is negative

		based on results and immunization no UAG are defined		these class II Abs are not associated with an immuzing event

		here we would be reluctant to define any UAG at the moment

		however the Abs against DPB1*03:01 react with the recipients own antigen and can't be set as UAG		Reasons for Non-HLA antibodies (infection, vaccination, medication) (18)

		in this pre-tx situation without known immunization events the MFI values are overall too low for UAG definition		false pos reactions may be due o the precense of Abs agaisnt denatured HA

		the MFI value is too low to declear it UAG		false pos reactions may be due to the effect of high dose intravenous IG, ATG, anti CD20 

		the pos reactions are not defined as UAG		in this center there were 2 similar cases that could be explained by vacciation

		therefore not define any UAG		check (extra) for immunzing event, viral infection/ inflammatory process

		accordingly we would not define UAG (which could diminish the donor pool)		check for recent infections

		as the child has no immunizing events we would not define UAG		it is also plausible that reactions are unspecific and directed towards structures of artificially developed bead array antigens

				it is not uncommon to see pos reactions in SAB tests in young children without  immunizing events

		Differences in results bewteeen the two vendors (9)		it is possible that the specific reactions in SAB have developed due to autoimmune reaction after an infection

		the results from the two vendors are completely different		the detected Abs are probably consequence of bystander actviation cby vaccination

		the results from the two vendors do not match		In OL DP1 is pos, in this test there is often an unspecific DP1 signal

		the antibody results of the 2 suppliers are inconsistant		possibly a transitory event (i.e. bacterial infecton) may have induced this Ab pattern

		Ol results are lower tham LC results		in our ecxperience such ubnspecific reactions are commenly seen in pediatric patients

		discrepant results of Ab testing with OL and LC		or is the immunization "high background" which can be observed in pediatric samples quite often

		LC reactions are usually higher than OL, opposite to this patient, this is not plausible		this may be the result of the unmature nature of a young childs immune system

		interesting: the not insignificant MFI differences bewteen both providers		this profile could be caused by non specific binding to recombinant HLA molecules ob the beads

		the test results for LC are inconsistant in time, both  in terms of specificity and MFI		the result was repeatedly detectable

		w usually see this with OL but mostly neg with LC		we assume a humoral  response against events such as infection or inflammation

				we assume that the weak pos reactions with DR are due to unspecific binding

		Center Policy (4)

		not define UAG (policy define UAG with MFI >10000)		Class II antibodies (12)

		policy: OL test define all Abs with an MFI >5000 as UAG		antibodies could be directed against denatured HLA Cl II molecules

		Center policy: we consider specificities with MFI>8000 for non-sensitized patients		based on LC alone possibly regard DR4, DR9 as pos, and would be included in the specificities		Centers that defined UAG (8; 6 ET/2 NET)

		Center policy definung UAG for children MFI >1000		Both systems give less strong pos results to DRB1 (DR4, DR9 DR7, DR12 and DR52)

				DPB1*03:01 which reacted with the highes MFI in OL was neg in LC		UAG

		Inform clinicians (3)		DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03 is higly likely false pos, given the fact that the other bead carrying DPB1*01 is neg 		antibodies against DR4, DR9 cannot be excluded, list those as UAG

		get in touch with patients physisian to know more about medical background		considering the detection of anti DP3 and antigen DPB1		Define DRB1*04, 09 as UAG

		it could be discussed with the clinician  to set HLA-DP3 UAG for safety reasons		For LC a strong reaction against epitope 108P is detectable		As the DR4, 7, 9and 52 are present in both sera and these antigens share an epitope, list these as UAG

		we would inform the surgeon about the elevated rejection risk		In both sera /2 SAB methods Abs could be identified with moderate MFIs against 108P epitope		list DR4 and DR9 as UAG  (patient is a child) until we have add info and add testing is done after 3 months

				in the 1st serum reactionfor DRB1*12:02 (ep108P), 2nd serum DRB1*07:01 (ep 104AK)		list UAG in accordance to serum 1 and inspite of wekening of the Abs in serum 2

		Other (4) 		Risk factors: (spec from both tests/ epitope 104AK) DR4, DR9, DR52		very few DR will be accptable

		results are found on two different sera, so a mix up of samples seems to be excluded		the 2 test performed suggest a reproducible result against DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03

		check epitopes in cause of a potential donor		the Abs DQB1*03:02, 03:03 represent a moderate risk		Class II antibodies (8)

		given the age and bloodgoup the patient has limited acces to renal tx, it is important to pay attention to UAG.				both analytical sysetem detect Abs against DRB1*04 and 09

		specificities with MFI >1000 are reported		Autologous reactions (35)		furthermore reactivity which is strongest for DR4, DR9

				autoreactivity against HLA DR and DP		If we apply as cut of the strongest reaction (DR7) only Dr4 would be borderline pos.

				Autoreactivity from DR52, DR7, DR12		at first sight the Ab specification seems valid and reasonable against epitope 108P

				a further hint is reaction against self Ag DRB1*07:01, 12:01, DQB1*03:01, DPB1*03:01		these antibodies are also found both with LC and OL

				autoreactivity is seen, check the patient typing		DP3 is only found with one of the testkits, so not define as UAG

				Antibodies against own alleles		the results for serum 2 show a siginificant decrease of al specificities

				antibodies against patients own antigens are detectable		The second serum exhibits a decreased number of specificities

				antibodies can be found against a multide of HLA molecules amongst which self (DRB1*07:01, 12:02 , others)

				a lot of the reactions in the 2 bead array testings are directed towards the patients own antigens		Autologius reactions (5)

				antibody pattern contains Abs agianst own DRB1*07:01		assays show reativity against Class II including to self (DrB1*07:01, 12:02, DRB3*03, DQB1*03:01) and some DQA and DP

				both epitope 108P and 104AK are self epitopes and should not be regocnized		Both LC and OL have pos reactions for patients own specsL Dr7, DR12, DR53, DQ7, DP3

				clear indication for auto-Abs		but there are two auto reactive specs which bear this epitope as well (DRB1*07:01, 12:01)

				DPB1*03:01 is also a self antigen		evaluate LC results more cautiously as Abs against patients own antigens are detectable (DRB1*07:01, 12:02)

				DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03 represents an auto-Ab based on patients typing		we have in the 1st serum auto reactivity and will only accept own Ag Dr7, Dr12 and DR8

				DRB1*07:01 (LC SAB) against patient antigen

				feature of pan DR reaction including self (DRb1*07:01, 12:02, DPB1*03:01)		Non-HLA aantibodies (3)

				in addition in both tests there are autorecative HLA plus natural Abs		it might have to do something with components used in the luminex test systems

				Luminex class II Ab pos for single epitopes (different in both sera) including for self Ag (DR7, DR12, DP3)		non specific reactions may play a role in the LC test system

				the Abs seen are not plausible because they react with the patients own antigens		reactivity in the sera is most likely unspecific (for HLA)

		Non-HLA antibodies/irrelevant antibodies/ natural antibodies/ false pos (17)		self antigens with celar positivity (DRB1*07:01, 12:02)

		Ab specs cannot be substained by sensitization history, thus consider nonspecific reaction pattern		Luminex class II Ab pos for single epitopes (different in both sera) including for self Ag (DR7, DR12, DP3)

		aspecific Abs could be due to auto Abs, therapy, immune complexes or vaccination		Luminex SA shows very broad reactivityagainst DR inclduninfg patients own DRB1 in both assays

		concider the results as artificial/false positive reactions		Luminex tests show positive weakly reactions with the autologous Ag of HLADR an DP locus

		detected Abs are most likely unspecific		MFI OL are all <3000MFI except DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03 wich is auto/natural Ab*		Other (2)

		most likely Abs are "natural antibodies"		In SAB class II reactions against own antigens (DRB1*07:01, 12:02, DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03)		because of the young age of the patient

		most likely false positive reactions		LC shows no DP reactios and OL shows DPB1*03:01 only (self antigen)

		we would not condider the detected Abs relevant 		most dominant reaction (in OL) is directed against DPA1*01:03/DPB1*03:01 and DR7, DR12 which are self antigens

		judge the results of serum 1 and 2 as unspecific for HLA		patient is DR12, DR52 and there are Abs against HLAsimalar to his own

		probably cros reactive non HLA antibodies		reaction with own Ag: DRB1*07:01, 12:02, DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03

		reactions with patients own and foreign Ag are comparably strong: non specific reactions 		precense of autoreactive Abs against the patients DR (possible cause:viral infection)

		indication of denatured Ag on beads refelecting "cryptic epitopes" bound by non HLA Abs		reactivity to a number of self antigens is detected

		pos bead 71 DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03, probably false pos (other beads are neg)		SA tests show presence of auto Abs (DPB1*03:01, DPA*01:03, DR*07:01, 12:01)

		rections occur with beads as DRB1*04:01 which are known to react with natural Abs**		several positive reactions against own antigens

		SAB results are most likely unspecific		some Abs are autoreactive as it has been discribed in some rheumatic diseases (SLA, RA)

		this patient shows a large numvber of HLA Ab specs which cannot be atributed to an immnizing event		suspect the HLA Class II Abs (DRB1*07:01, 12:01, DPB1*03:01, DPA1*01:03) against patients own HLA to be aspecific

		the antigen patterns are not plausible with regard to alloreaction		the Immucor assay shows reaction to self (DR7)

		the test results are suspect for non-specificity and (after FXM has proven so) ignored























































































































































































































































23-01 obs sorted 2

		Infections/vaccination? Underlying disease (6)				Unspecific reactions (37)				UAG (50)

		check (extra) for immunzing event, viral infection/ inflammatory process 				aspecific Abs could be due to auto Abs, therapy, immune complexes or vaccination				no basis to define UAG

		check for recent infections				detected Abs are most likely unspecific				no definition of UAG

		get in touch with patients physisian to know more about medical background				false pos reactions may be due o the precense of Abs agaisnt denatured HA				no definition of UAG

		in case these results are caused by medication also check class I results				false pos reactions may be due to the effect of high dose IVIG, ATG, anti CD20 				no UAG are defined

		in this center there were 2 similar cases that could be explained by vacciation				in our experience such unspecific reactions are commenly seen in pediatric patients				no UAG are defined

		some Abs are autoreactive as it has been discribed in some rheumatic diseases (SLA, RA)				in serum 2 reactions are lower than in serum 1, the unspecific reactions might disappear				no UAG are listed for this patient

						indication of denatured Ag on beads refelecting "cryptic epitopes" bound by non HLA Abs				no UAG can be defined

		Class II Abs (15)				it is also plausible that reactions are unspecific and directed towards structures of artificially developed bead array antigens				no UAG for this patient

		at first sight the Ab specification seems valid and reasonable aginst epitope 108P				it is possible that the specific reaction sin SAB have developed due to autoimmune reaction after an infection				not assign UAG

		based on LC alone possibly regard DR4, DR9 as pos, and would be included in the specificities				MFI Ol are all <3000MFI except DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03 wich is auto/natural Ab*				not define any UAG

		both analytical systems detect Abs against DRB1*04 and 09				most likely Abs are "natural antibodies"				not define any UAG

		Both systems give less strong pos results to DRB1 (DR4, DR9 DR7, DR12 and DR52)				most likely false positive reactions				not define any UAG

		considering the detection of anti DP3 and antigen DPB1				non specific reactions may play a role in the LC test system				Not define any UAG

		For LC a strong reaction agianst epitope 108P is detectable				possibly a transitory event (i.e. bacterial infecton) may have induced this Ab pattern				not define UAG

		furthermore reactivity which is strongest for DR4, DR9				probably cros reactive non HLA antibodies				not define UAG

		very few DR will be acceptable				reactivity in the sera is mots likely unspecific (for HLA)				not define UAG

		we have in the 1st serum auto reactivity and will only accept own Ag Dr7, Dr12 and DR8				SAB results are most likely unspecific				not define UAG

		the 2 test performed suggest a reproducible result against DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03				the antigen patterns are not plausible with regard to alloreaction				not define UAG (policy define UAG with MFI >10000)

		the Abs DQB1*03:02, 03:03 represent a moderate risk				the detected Abs are probably consequence of bystander actviation cby vaccination				not define UAG for this patient

		If we apply as cut of the strongest reaction (DR7) only Dr4 would be borderline pos.				the test results are suspect for non-specificity and (after FXM has proven so) ignored				not define UAG for this patient

		In both sera /2 SAB methods Abs could be identified with moderate MFIs against 108P epitope				the test results for LC are inconsistant in time, both  in terms of specificity and MFI				not define UAG for this patient

		in the 1st serum reaction for DRB1*12:02 (ep108P), 2nd serum DRB1*07:01 (ep 104AK)				these class II Abs are not associated with an immuzing event				not define UAG for this patient

		Risk factors: (spec from both tests/ epitope 104AK) DR4, DR9, DR52				this may be the result of the unmature nature of a young childs immune system				Not define UAG when antibody status and HLA type remain the same

						this patient shows a large number of HLA Ab specs which cannot be atributed to an immnizing event				not define any UAG for this patient without firther information

		Center policies (2)				this profile could be caused by non specific binding to recombinant HLA molecules ob the beads				not list UAG

		Center policy: we consider specificities with MFI>8000 for non-sensitized patients				this reaction pattern is a common observation in young children				not report UAG

		specificities with MFI >1000 are reported				we assume a humoral  response against events such as infection or inflammation				at this point we wil not define any UAG

						we assume that the weak pos reactions with DR are due to unspecific binding				I would not assign UAG

		Future 5)				we would not condider the detected Abs relevant 				Define DRB1*04, 09 as UAG

		If the LMX is pos, retest the serum with an immucor ID kit to check the possible interference				concider the results as artificial/false positive reactions				DP3 is only found with one of the testkits, so not define as UAG

		might exclude some antigens dependig on further testing				Ab specs cannot be substained by sensitization history, thus consider nonspecific reaction pattern				As the DR4, 7, 9and 52 are present in both sera and these antigens share an epitope, list these as UAG

		probably precense of auto antibodies weaker in the second serum				DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03 is higly likely false pos, given the fact that the other bead carrying DPB1*01 is neg 				based on results and immunization no UAG are defined

		reactions will probaly disappear in a few months				in addition in both tests there are autorecative HLA plus natural Abs				center policy defining UAG for children MFI >1000

		recommend a confirmatory luminex in a few months and if concordant with serum 2, all DR Ag can be accepted				In OL DP1 is pos, in this test there is often an unspecific DP1 signal				given the age and bloodgoup the patient has limited acces to renal tx, it is important to pay attention to UAG.

						judge the results of serum 1 and 2 as unspecific for HLA				here we would be reluctant to define any UAG at the moment

		Other (5)				pos bead 71 DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03, probably false pos (other beads are neg)				however the Abs against DPB1*03:01 react with the recipients own antigen and can't be set as UAG

		because of the young age of the patient				reactions occur with beads as DRB1*04:01 which are known to react with natural Abs**				if repeated SAB tests show an increase in MFI or give a new spec: consider defining UAG

		check epitopes in cause of a potential donor				it might have to do something with components used in the luminex test systems				in case of C3d fixing specs, determine those as UAG

		results are found on two different sera, so a mix up of samples seems to be excluded				MFI values show a downward trend				in this pre-tx situation without known immunization events the MFI values are overall too low for UAG definition

		SA tests are suspected to interfere with a pan DR picture, rule this out by using a LMX test								it could be discussed with the clinician  to set HLA-DP3 UAG for safety reasons

		when no complement fixing Abs present, transplantation is possible after a negative XM on  spleen cells				Autoreactivity (37)				list DR4 and DR9 as UAG  (patient is a child) until we have add info and add testing is done after 3 months

						a further hint is reaction against self Ag DRB1*07:01, 12:01, DQB1*03:01, DPB1*03:01				list UAG in accordance to serum 1 and inspite of weakening of the Abs in serum 2

		Reactions on Luminex SA results				a lot of the reactions in the 2 bead array testings are directed towards the patients own antigens				only define UAG in case of positivity in complement binding reaction

		and the MFI values of the pos specs are clearly decreasing from sample 1 to 2 (19)				we would charge out the LC result of the 2nd serum as negative (low MFI values and self Dr7 pos)				policy: OL test define all Abs with an MFI >5000 as UAG

		decrease of MFI's				the Immucor assay shows reaction to self (DR7)				repeat testing after 3 months before defining UAG

		discrepant results of Ab testing with OL and LC				the Abs seen are not plausible because they react with the patients own antigens				the MFI value is too low to declear it UAG

		DPB1*03:01 which reacted with the highes MFI in OL was neg in LC				suspect the HLA Class II Abs (DRB1*07:01, 12:01, DPB1*03:01, DPA1*01:03) against patients own HLA to be aspecific				the pos reactions are not defined as UAG

		in both samples the signal intensities drop from 1st to 2nd sample				self antigens with celar positivity (DRB1*07:01, 12:02)				accordingly we would not define UAG (which could diminish the donor pool)

		interesting: the not insignificant MFI differences between both providers				several positive reactions against own antigens				therefore not define any UAG

		LC reactions are usually higher than OL, opposite to this patient, this is not plausible				reactivity to a number of self antigens is detected				as the child has no immunizing events we would not define UAG

		Ol results are lower tham LC results				reactions with patients own and foreign Ag are comparably strong: non specific reactions 				antibodies against DR4, DR9 cannot be excluded, list those as UAG

		positive antigen reactions change and decrease over time 				reaction with own Ag: DRB1*07:01, 12:02, DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03

		the antibody results of the 2 suppliers are inconsistant				patient is DR12, DR52 and there are Abs against HLA simalar to his own				immunizing events (25)

		the results from the two vendors are completely different				most dominant reaction (in OL) is directed against DPA1*01:03/DPB1*03:01 and DR7, DR12 which are self antigens				lack of immunization

		the results from the two vendors do not match				LC shows no DP reactios and OL shows DPB1*03:01 only (self antigen)				young child without immunizing events

		we usually see this with OL but mostly neg with LC				Luminex class II Ab pos for single epitopes (different in both sera) including for self Ag (DR7, DR12, DP3)				could not define  any history of immunization event

		antibodies could be directed against denatured HLA Cl II molecules				Luminex SA shows very broad reactivity against DR including patients own DRB1 in both assays				no documented immunizing events and

		compare epitope results for both vendors				In SAB class II reactions against own antigens (DRB1*07:01, 12:02, DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03)				no immunization events

		the result was repeatedly detectable				feature of pan DR reaction including self (DRb1*07:01, 12:02, DPB1*03:01)				no immunizig events and doubstful origin of observed HLA Abs

		the results for serum 2 show a siginificant decrease of al specificities				evaluate LC results more cautiously as Abs against patients own antigens are detectable (DRB1*07:01, 12:02)				no immunizing events

		The second serum exhibits a decreased number of specificities				DPB1*03:01 is also a self antigen				no immunizing events

		these antibodies are also found both with LC and OL				both epitope 108P and 104AK are self epitopes and should not be regocnized				no immunizing events

						Both LC and OL have pos reactions for patients own specsL Dr7, DR12, DR53, DQ7, DP3				no immunizing events

		No need for futher testing				Luminex tests show positive weakly reactions with the autologous Ag of HLA DR an DP locus				No immunizing events knowwn

		no additional testing required				assays show reativity afainst Class II including to self (DrB1*07:01, 12:02, DRB3*03, DQB1*03:01) and some DQA and DP				no immunizing events shown

		no need for additional testing				antibody pattern contains Abs agianst own DRB1*07:01				No known immunizing event

		no need for further testing of these or new samples				Antibodies against own alleles				no immunization event, a young boy and his parents should know if he received transfusions

		we do not think extra testing is necessary				antibodies against patients own antigens are detectable				Absence of immunizing events

		additional testing us not likely to yield new findings				antibodies can be found agianst a multide of HLA molecules amongst which self (DRB1*07:01, 12:02 , others)				as the child has no immunizing events we would not define UAG

						autoreactivity against HLA DR and DP				unexpected HLA immunization in a 5 year old

		CDC negative				Autoreactivity from DR52, DR7, DR12				this patient has no immunization event to give plausibility to the Abs detected in OL /LC

		absence of CDC reactivity				Luminex tests show positive weakly reactions with the autologous Ag of HLA DR an DP locus				the child hasn't expererienced immunizing events

		CDC is negative				autoreactivity is seen, check the patient typing				or is the immunization "high background" which can be observed in pediatric samples quite often

		CDC is negative for both sera				but there are two auto reactive specs which bear this epitope as well (DRB1*07:01, 12:01)				it is not uncommon to see pos reactions in SAB tests in young children without  immunizing events

		CDC screening is negative				DPB1*03:01/DPA1*01:03 represents an auto-Ab based on patients typing				is the moderate anti HLA class II immunization true immunization?

		negative CDC screening				DRB1*07:01 (LC SAB) against patient antigen				informations about immunizing events is needed (other transplants?)

		No CDC antibodies				in addition in both tests there are autorecative HLA plus natural Abs				follow up the immunization (1x/ 3 months)

		no detection of cytotoxic Abs				precense of autoreactive Abs against the patients DR (possible cause:viral infection)				we put the patient on the waiting list as non-immnized

						clear indication for auto-Abs				Assess this immunization only as a risk factor

						see if auto Abs are present and take these into consideration in interpretation of an actual XM

						SA tests show presence of auto Abs (DPB1*03:01, DPA*01:03, DR*07:01, 12:01)





extra tests



		AGA		ET		autocrossmatch		HLA-type mother		HLA AB status mother

		AWG		ET		repeat HLA typing of patient		test a new sample after 3 months for antibodies

		BBJ		ET		repeat HLA typing of patient		autocrossmatch by CDC and FCM

		BBR		ET		test XM on T and B cells		perform C3d by luminex

		BLA		ET		repeat HLA typing of patient		autocrossmatch by CDC		repeat antibody screening with EDTA and/ or with dilutions of the sera

		BLG		ET		test for viral infection		autocrossmatch by CDC		Identification of Abs best with Immucor kit		test a new sample after 3 months for antibodies

		BME		ET		CDC +/- DTT on T and B cells		in case of allocation: prospective XM incl. AutoXM		verification of presence of Abs against native HLA

		CRI		ET		autocrossmatch		non-HLA antibody screening

		CZA		ET		autocrossmatch

		GAK		ET				autocrossmatch by FCM

		GDR		ET		autocrossmatch

		GER		ET		repeat HLA typing of patient

		GFM		ET		flow crossmatch

		GFR		ET		flow crossmatch		testing for C3d binding Abs

		GGI		ET						prospective crosmatch with sepatated lymphocytes at time of organ offer

		GGO		ET						repeat testing of HLA Abs every 3 months, incl luminex screening Cl I and II

		GHA		ET		repeat HLA typing of patient

		GHB		ET		autocrossmatch		repeat antibody testing after 3 months		consider testing using presorb***

		GJE		ET		repeat HLA typing of patient		repeat Ab testing on Adsorb-out treated serum		repeat testing of Abs after freezing and thawing the serum

		GKM		ET				repeat Ab testing on Adsorb-out or Presorb treated serum		repeat antibody testing after 5-6 months

		GKS		ET		follow up		perform test for complement binding ability (i.e. C3d)

		GMA		ET		auto B-cell -XM		cytotoxicity tests with a B-cell panel

		GMN		ET		HLA type mother		repeat Ab testing on Adsorb-out treated serum (OL)/blocking (LC)		recommend to test in Histospot (BAG)to get more information

		GMZ		ET				perform a flow XM against suspected Ag (denatured in SAB tests)		test for rheumatic diseases

		GRO		ET				monitor via SAB and CDC in the future

		HBU		ET				repeat test with Labscreen Mixed Screening****

		.HGE		NET				a third anti HLA Abs speific analysis		C1Q test

		NAW		ET				repeat test with treated (EDTA/serum cleaner) or diluted serum 

		NGR		ET				repeat the test with treated serum (serumclean)		flow XM with selected paneldonors to confirm aspecific reactivity in SAB tests

		NMS		ET		perform epitope analysis on OL results		allo flow XM (and CDC B-cell XM) with DR4, Dr9 ad DP3 pos donors		auto fow crossmatch

		NNY		ET		B-cell screening on the 2 sera		B-cell XM at time of organ offer with recent serum		auto crossmatch (when B-cell screening is pos)

		PWC		NET		autocrossmatch ith DTT

		SSL		NET		comfirmatory LSA in a few months		cell line based analyis to investigate DP3 significance

		SSU		NET				repeat Ab testing on Presorb treated serum

		OL presorb***						new reagent which has been shown te remove antibodies reactive to latex beads and certain non HLA motives

		Adsorb out						reagent used to target unspecific reactions/ to reduce inspecific binding

		Labscreen Mixed Screening****						microbeads coated with purified human HLA 





extra tests sorted

		34/49 centers and 29/44 ET centers suggested extra tests



		OL presorb				new reagent which has been shown te remove antibodies reactive to latex beads and certain non HLA motives

		Adsorb out				reagent used to target unspecific reactions/ to reduce inspecific binding

		Labscreen Mixed Screening				microbeads coated with purified human HLA 



						Auto crossmatch (13)				Auto crossmatch (13)

						auto B-cell -XM				Repeat the test on treated serum (13)

						auto crossmatch (when B-cell screening is pos)				Follow up (25)

						auto fow crossmatch				Confirmation of a specific reactivity (11)

						autocrossmatch				Repeat HLA typing of patient (6)

						autocrossmatch				Allocation Crossmatch (5)

						autocrossmatch				SAB complement fixing antibodies (4)

						autocrossmatch				HLA-type mother (2)

						autocrossmatch				Other (5)

						autocrossmatch by CDC

						autocrossmatch by CDC

						autocrossmatch by CDC and FCM

						autocrossmatch by FCM

						autocrossmatch ith DTT				From observations:

										Follow up (11)

						Repeat HLA typing of patient (6)				follow up is recommended

						repeat HLA typing of patient				follow up the immunization (1x/ 3 months)

						repeat HLA typing of patient				follow up the results on an upcoming sample

						repeat HLA typing of patient				if repeated SAB tests show an increase in MFI or give a new spec: consider defining UAG

						repeat HLA typing of patient				in case of C3d fixing specs, determine those as UAG

						repeat HLA typing of patient				observe further course in following months

						repeat HLA typing of patient				reactions will probaly disappear in a few months

										repeat Ab testing after 3 months

						HLA-type mother (2)				repeat testing after 3 months

						HLA type mother				repeat testing after 3 months before defining UAG

						HLA-type mother				might exclude some antigens dependig on further testing

										Follow up (1)

						Repeat the test on treated serum (15)				recommend a conformatory luminex in a few months and if concordant with serum 2, all DR Ag can be accepted

						repeat test with Labscreen Mixed Screening****

						repeat test with treated (EDTA/serum cleaner) or diluted serum 

						repeat testing of Abs after freezing and thawing the serum

						repeat the test with treated serum (serumclean)

						consider testing using presorb***

						repeat Ab testing on Adsorb-out or Presorb treated serum

						repeat Ab testing on Adsorb-out treated serum

						repeat Ab testing on Adsorb-out treated serum (OL)/blocking (LC)

						repeat Ab testing on Presorb treated serum

						repeat antibody screening with EDTA and/ or with dilutions of the sera

						a third anti HLA Abs speific analysis

						recommend to test in Histospot (BAG)to get more information

						Identification of Abs best with Immucor kit

						tests can be repeated with EDTA treatment to rule out prozone effect

						use presorb



						Follow up (13)

						test a new sample after 3 months for antibodies

						test a new sample after 3 months for antibodies

						repeat testing of HLA Abs every 3 months, incl luminex screening Cl I and II

						repeat antibody testing after 3 months

						follow up

						monitor via SAB and CDC in the future

						comfirmatory LSA in a few months

						follow up is recommended

						follow up the results on an upcoming sample

						repeat Ab testing after 3 months

						repeat antibody testing after 5-6 months

						repeat testing after 3 months

						observe further course in following months



						SAB complement fixing antibodies (4)

						C1Q test

						testing for C3d binding Abs

						perform C3d by luminex

						perform test for complement binding ability (i.e. C3d)



						Confirmation of a specific reactivity (11)

						allo flow XM (and CDC B-cell XM) with DR4, Dr9 ad DP3 pos donors

						B-cell screening on the 2 sera

						B-cell XM at time of organ offer with recent serum

						cytotoxicity tests with a B-cell panel

						flow XM with selected paneldonors to confirm aspecific reactivity in SAB tests

						verification of presence of Abs against native HLA

						cell line based analyis to investigate DP3 significance

						perform a flow XM against suspected Ag (denatured in SAB tests)

						CDC +/- DTT on T and B cells

						flow crossmatch

						flow crossmatch

						test XM on T and B cells

						If the LMX is pos, retest the serum with an immucor ID kit to check the possible interference

						SA tests are suspected to interfere with a pan DR picture, rule this out by using a LMX test



						Allocation Crossmatch (6)

						in case of allocation: prospective XM incl. AutoXM

						prospective crosmatch with sepatated lymphocytes at time of organ offer

						at time of organ offer CDC XM with recent and historic serum on unsep/T/B cell w+w/o DTT

						B-cell XM at time of organ offer with recent serum

						perform B cell XM at time of organ offer

						see if auto Abs are present and take these into consideration in interpretation of an actual XM



						Other (5)

						non-HLA antibody screening

						perform epitope analysis on OL results

						test for rheumatic diseases

						test for viral infection

						HLA AB status mother













































































missing info



		AGA		ET		was the serum treated before testing (heat/EDTA/adsorp out)		does the patient suffer from an auto immune disease		was the patient treated with immuneglubulines/therapeutic Abs		was the patient vaccinated recently

		AWG		ET		ask the clinicians for the patients infection status

		BBJ		ET		CDC assay also done with DTT?		check if auto Abs are due to auto-immune disease

		BME		ET		primary pathology (inquire for this)

		CRI		ET		check for recent infections

		CZA		ET		results of Autocrossmatch		possibility of auto immune disease		medication		untreported immune event

		GAK		ET		detailed history about immunising events and medical treatment

		GBC		ET		ask for more info about underlying disease/ immunizing events

		GDR		ET		underlying disease		possibility of auto immune disease		which therapy does the patient get		was there an infection/vaccination

		GHA		ET		are CLL trays used to depect Class II Abs

		GHB		ET		was there a recent infection/vaccination		possibility of auto immune disease		is the patient treated with therapeutic antibodies

		GJE		ET				possibility of auto immune disease		current medication

		GTU		ET		history of vaccionationbs in temporal connection to blood collection

		HBU		ET		medication of the patient		possibility of auto immune disease

		NMS		ET						medication that could influence LSA results (IVIG)

		NNY		ET		medication of the patient		IVIG treatment		vaccination





missing info sorted

		16/44 ET centers missed information



		Medication/Therapy (11)				Medication/Therapy (10)

		was the patient treated with immuneglubulines/therapeutic Abs				Underlying disease (10)

		which therapy does the patient get				Infections/vaccinations (7)

		is the patient treated with therapeutic antibodies				Antybody testing and crossmatching (4)

		IVIG treatment				Immunizing events (3)

		medication

		medication of the patient

		medication of the patient

		medication that could influence LSA results (IVIG)

		current medication

		detailed history about immunising events and medical treatment



		Underlying disease (10)

		ask for more info about underlying disease/ immunizing events

		check if auto Abs are due to auto-immune disease				Extra Information (2)

		does the patient suffer from an auto immune disease				in case these results are caused by medication also check class I results

		possibility of auto immune disease				informations about immunizing events is needed (other transplants?)

		possibility of auto immune disease

		possibility of auto immune disease

		possibility of auto immune disease

		possibility of auto immune disease

		primary pathology (inquire for this)

		underlying disease



		Infections/vaccinations (7)

		ask the clinicians for the patients infection status

		check for recent infections

		history of vaccinations in temporal connection to blood collection

		vaccination

		was the patient vaccinated recently

		was there a recent infection/vaccination

		was there an infection/vaccination



		Antybody testing and crossmatching (4)

		are CLL trays used to depect Class II Abs

		CDC assay also done with DTT?

		results of Autocrossmatch

		was the serum treated before testing (heat/EDTA/adsorp out)



		Immunizing events (3)

		unreported immune event

		ask for more info about underlying disease/ immunizing events

		detailed history about immunising events and medical treatment





UAG

		Unacceptable Antigens

		CZA		DR4				DR9

		GAK		DRB1*04:01		DRB1*04:02		DRB1*09:02		DRB1*09:01		DPA1*01:03/DPB1*03:01

		GES												DP3						(for safety reasons, after discussion with the clinician, not the center policy)

		GGI		DRB1*04				DRB1*09

		GHA		The 15 Abs specificities with the exception of DR7

		GMN		DR4				DR9

		.HGE		all DR except DR7, DR8

		NLB		DR4				DR9								DR7		DR52

		SSL		all DR  except own (DR7, Dr12) and DR8										DP3						DP3 is accepted in urgent cases

																								DR4		DR9		DR52		DR1		DR15		DR16		DR17		DR18		DR10		DR11		DR13		DR14		DR51		DR53		DR12		DP3		DR7		DR8

		SSL																						DR4		DR9		DR52		DR1		DR15		DR16		DR17		DR18		DR10		DR11		DR13		DR14		DR51		DR53				DP3

		.HGE																						DR4		DR9		DR52		DR1		DR15		DR16		DR17		DR18		DR10		DR11		DR13		DR14		DR51		DR53		DR12

		GHA																						DR4		DR9		DR52		DR1		DR15		DR16		DR17		DR18		DR10		DR11		DR13		DR14		DR51		DR53		DR12						DR8

		CZA																						DR4		DR9

		GAK																						DR4		DR9																												DP3

		GES																						DR4		DR9

		GGI																						DR4		DR9

		GMN																						DR4		DR9		DR52																												DR7

		NLB																						8		8		4		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		2		2		1		1

														Specificity		Frequency				Specificity		DR4		DR9		DR52

														DR4		8				Frequency		8		8		4

														DR9		8

														DR52		4				Specificity		DR1		DR15		DR16		DR17		DR18		DR10		DR11		DR13		DR14		DR51		DR53

														DR1		3				Frequency		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3		3

														DR15		3

														DR16		3				Specificity		DR12		DP3		DR7		DR8

														DR17		3				Frequency		2		2		1		1

														DR18		3

														DR10		3

														DR11		3

														DR13		3

														DR14		3

														DR51		3

														DR53		3

														DR12		2

														DP3		2

														DR7		1

														DR8		1







Patient case 2023-01: Additional testing?

3-Apr-244 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

• Follow up: repeat antibody testing after 3-6 months 

• Repeat the test on treated serum: presorb, serum cleaner, EDTA, Adsorb-Out, freezing 
and thawing 

• Auto crossmatch: By CDC and or FCM 

• Confirmation of non-specific reactivity: Crossmatch (flow, B-cells, T-cells) for specific 
allo-reactivity or B-cell screening

• Repeat HLA typing of patient; HLA-typing of mother

• Allocation Crossmatch on separated T- and B-cells 

• SAB complement fixing antibodies 



Explanations for the presence of (false positive) antibodies

3-Apr-245 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

• Medication/Therapy: IVIG, therapeutic antibodies, or other medication?

• Underlying (autoimmune) disease

• Recent infections/vaccinations 

• Antibodies against denatured HLA/structures of artificially developed bead array 
antigens/recombinant HLA molecules

• It is not uncommon to see positive reactions in SAB tests in young children without 
immunizing events

• In the One Lambda test often an unspecific DP1 signal is seen 



Patient case 2023-01: ETRL and center remarks

There is no explanation for the antibodies found. 
Some of the antibody specificities were listed: 
A24, DR1, DR15, DR16, DR17, DR18, DR4, DR11, DR12, DR13, DR14, DR7, DR9, DR10, DR52 
No unacceptable antigens were listed

The patient was transplanted with a deceased donor kidney. 
HLA-type of the donor: A2, A68, A28, B7, B8, Bw6, Cw7, DR15, DR2, DR7, DR51, DQ6, DQ1, 
DQ9, DQ3, DQA-01, DQA-02, DP-0401, DP-13, DPA-01, DPA-02 

3-Apr-246 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen



Patient case 2023-02

The male recipient, aged 45 years, blood group B pos, returned to the kidney waitlist after 
failure of the first graft
 
Recipient HLA type: 
A*02:01, A*A24:02 B*07:02, B*50:01, C*06:02, C*07:02 DRB1*07:01, DRB4*01:03, DQB1*02:01, 
DQA1*02:01, DPB1*04:01 

Immunizing events: 
Cadaveric donor kidney in 2004, which failed in 2018 Available donor HLA type: 
A3, A9, A23, B35, B21, B50, DR5, DR11, DR7, DQ3, DQ7, DQ2 

Antibody information: 
Luminex screen: negative for class I, positive for class II 
CDC screening: 8% with and without DTT
Luminex SAB Class I results were negative
Luminex SAB II results from recent serum

3-Apr-247 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen



Patient case 2023-02; Antibody profile

3-Apr-248 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

MFI
DQA1*02:01 DQB1*02:02 14437
DQA1*02:01 DQB1*02:01 1438

Spec DQA1*04:01 DQA1*06:01 DQA1*05:01 DQA1*03 DQA1*01 DQA1*02:01
MFI 20667 20610 20076 19600 19356 19259

Spec DQB1*03 DQB1*04 DQB1*06 DQB1*05 DQB1*02
MFI 20713 20616 20245 18337 13673

Spec DRB1*09 DRB1*01:03 DRB1*11 DRB1*14 DRB1*13:01 DRB1*12:02 DRB1*04:02
MFI 8632 6760 3043 2876 2863 2265 2082

Note the following DQA-DQB combinations:


Table 1

		Patient Based Case 2023-02

		Positive CON MFI:    Negative CON MFI:
16480                              446										Analysis Mode:
Manual												% PRA:
42

		Bead Count		Antigen ID		Cut-off		Raw Value		MFI/LRA		Assignment		BG
Adjusted		AD-MFI		AD-BG
Adjusted		DR/DR5x		DQA		DQB		DPA		DPB		DR
Serology		DQ
Serology		DP
Serology		Epitopes

		83		251		3.88		21191		13.99		Positive		21140		22496		22442				DQA1*02:01		DQB1*03:02								DQ8(3)				130R, 116V

		97		252		3.91		21153		13.96		Positive		21042		22455		22338				DQA1*03:01		DQB1*03:02								DQ8(3)				130R, 116V

		88		249		3.67		21064		13.90		Positive		20963		22126		22020				DQA1*05:01		DQB1*03:01								DQ7(3)				130R, 116V

		76		270		3.68		21037		13.89		Positive		20957		22572		22486				DQA1*01:02		DQB1*06:02								DQ6(1)				130R, 116V

		90		257		3.79		20967		13.84		Positive		20843		22258		22126				DQA1*02:01		DQB1*04:01								DQ4				130R, 116V

		76		255		3.78		20887		13.79		Positive		20784		24203		24083				DQA1*04:01		DQB1*03:03								DQ9(3)				130R, 116V

		78		267		3.61		20769		13.71		Positive		20708		21367		21304				DQA1*01:03		DQB1*06:01								DQ6(1)				130R, 116V

		88		247		4.02		20816		13.74		Positive		20697		23574		23439				DQA1*03:01		DQB1*03:01								DQ7(3)				130R, 116V

		104		256		3.62		20780		13.72		Positive		20679		26848		26717				DQA1*06:01		DQB1*03:03								DQ9(3)				130R, 116V

		81		258		3.78		20743		13.69		Positive		20647		26800		26676				DQA1*04:01		DQB1*04:01								DQ4				130R, 116V

		74		262		3.67		20720		13.68		Positive		20643		24873		24781				DQA1*06:01		DQB1*04:02								DQ4				130R, 116V

		99		269		3.80		20729		13.68		Positive		20615		24020		23888				DQA1*02:01		DQB1*06:01								DQ6(1)				130R, 116V

		80		271		3.39		20676		13.65		Positive		20613		29792		29702				DQA1*01:03		DQB1*06:03								DQ6(1)				130R, 116V

		102		261		3.89		20661		13.64		Positive		20571		24508		24402				DQA1*04:01		DQB1*04:02								DQ4				130R, 116V

		60		260		3.94		20648		13.63		Positive		20534		25397		25257				DQA1*03:01		DQB1*04:02								DQ4				130R, 116V

		108		248		4.29		20641		13.62		Positive		20529		24198		24066				DQA1*03:02		DQB1*03:01								DQ7(3)				130R, 116V

		83		250		4.00		20629		13.62		Positive		20507		26652		26494				DQA1*06:01		DQB1*03:01								DQ7(3)				130R, 116V

		93		253		3.67		20539		13.56		Positive		20460		23000		22912				DQA1*03:02		DQB1*03:02								DQ8(3)				130R, 116V

		82		259		3.84		20559		13.57		Positive		20456		26223		26092				DQA1*05:01		DQB1*04:01								DQ4				130R, 116V

		76		254		3.92		20421		13.48		Positive		20330		22614		22513				DQA1*03:02		DQB1*03:03								DQ9(3)				130R, 116V

		93		264		3.66		19823		13.08		Positive		19719		20606		20498				DQA1*01:02		DQB1*05:01								DQ5(1)				130R

		83		272		6.11		19846		13.10		Positive		19578		21737		21444				DQA1*01:02		DQB1*06:04								DQ6(1)				116V

		84		243		3.78		19668		12.98		Positive		19560		22790		22665				DQA1*05:01		DQB1*02:01								DQ2				130R, 116V

		90		246		4.07		19457		12.84		Positive		19323		21788		21638				DQA1*05:01		DQB1*02:02								DQ2				130R, 116V

		85		268		3.64		19084		12.60		Positive		18999		24035		23928				DQA1*01:04		DQB1*06:01								DQ6(1)				130R, 116V

		89		265		3.76		19011		12.55		Positive		18883		22822		22668				DQA1*01:02		DQB1*05:02								DQ5(1)				130R

		71		266		3.54		17660		11.66		Positive		17598		22526		22446				DQA1*01:04		DQB1*05:03								DQ5(1)				130R

		76		263		4.28		17279		11.41		Positive		17148		22324		22155				DQA1*01:01		DQB1*05:01								DQ5(1)				130R

		88		244		3.51		14548		9.60		Positive		14437		16111		15987				DQA1*02:01		DQB1*02:02								DQ2				130R, 116V

		102		245		3.93		13684		9.03		Positive		13605		14682		14597				DQA1*03:02		DQB1*02:02								DQ2				130R, 116V

		73		218		3.78		8729		15.40		Positive		8632		8458		8364		DRB1*09:01										DR9						13FEY

		64		206		3.89		6865		12.11		Positive		6760		6991		6884		DRB1*01:03										DR103						71E

		81		221		4.26		3601		6.35		Positive		3501		4840		4705		DRB1*11:03										DR11(5)						71E, 57DE

		86		229		4.08		3595		6.34		Positive		3493		3816		3708		DRB1*14:03										DR1403

		105		225		4.68		2983		5.26		Positive		2863		3167		3039		DRB1*13:01										DR13(6)						71E

		74		222		3.90		2886		5.09		Positive		2830		4158		4077		DRB1*11:04										DR11(5)						57DE

		79		220		3.79		2876		5.07		Positive		2797		4085		3973		DRB1*11:01										DR11(5)						57DE

		77		224		3.99		2400		4.23		Positive		2265		4743		4476		DRB1*12:02										DR12(5)						37L

		83		228		3.64		2328		4.11		Positive		2259		2194		2129		DRB1*14:01										DR14(6)						112Y

		81		226		4.09		2304		4.06		Negative		2199		2254		2152		DRB1*13:03										DR13(6)

		99		227		4.21		2234		3.94		Negative		2149		2963		2850		DRB1*13:05										DR13(6)

		79		217		4.00		2180		3.84		Negative		2094		2469		2371		DRB1*08:02										DR8

		88		211		3.79		2183		3.85		Positive		2082		2157		2057		DRB1*04:02										DR4						71E

		71		234		3.86		2057		3.63		Negative		1895		2356		2171		DRB1*16:01										DR16(2)

		78		207		4.58		1934		3.41		Negative		1819		2032		1911		DRB1*03:01										DR17(3)

		89		230		3.98		1802		3.18		Negative		1740		1835		1772		DRB1*14:04										DR1404

		97		216		4.94		1843		3.25		Negative		1727		2267		2124		DRB1*08:01										DR8

		83		223		4.06		1815		3.20		Negative		1686		2032		1887		DRB1*12:01										DR12(5)						37L

		84		208		4.34		1697		2.99		Negative		1597		1922		1809		DRB1*03:02										DR18(3)

		81		209		4.02		1637		2.89		Negative		1538		1756		1650		DRB1*03:03										DR18(3)

		95		242		3.48		1515		1.00		Negative		1438		1659		1575				DQA1*02:01		DQB1*02:01								DQ2				130R, 116V

		90		237		4.38		1494		2.63		Negative		1408		1521		1434		DRB3*02:02										DR52

		89		238		4.13		1479		2.61		Negative		1384		1522		1424		DRB3*03:01										DR52

		94		236		4.18		1211		2.13		Negative		1094		1184		1070		DRB3*01:01										DR52

		63		231		3.84		1135		2.00		Negative		1059		1050		980		DRB1*15:01										DR15(2)

		100		232		4.07		1142		2.01		Negative		1030		1117		1008		DRB1*15:02										DR15(2)

		71		240		4.13		1097		1.93		Negative		1020		1495		1390		DRB5*01:01										DR51

		90		235		3.84		1140		2.01		Negative		912		1115		892		DRB1*16:02										DR16(2)

		71		233		4.20		990		1.75		Negative		908		998		915		DRB1*15:03										DR15(2)

		68		219		3.72		1013		1.79		Negative		902		1000		891		DRB1*10:01										DR10

		75		239		5.34		907		1.60		Negative		834		870		800		DRB4*01:01										DR53

		75		288		3.84		832		2.10		Negative		759		847		773								DPA1*03:01		DPB1*05:01						DPw5

		88		203		3.92		822		1.45		Negative		740		854		769		DRB1*01:01										DR1

		76		277		3.97		845		2.13		Negative		735		796		693								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*02:01						DPw2

		82		296		4.20		782		1.97		Negative		728		813		756								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*17:01

		81		204		3.84		862		1.52		Negative		727		852		718		DRB1*01:02										DR1

		92		212		4.14		947		1.67		Negative		726		945		724		DRB1*04:03										DR4

		63		241		4.12		754		1.33		Negative		696		745		688		DRB5*02:02										DR51

		98		297		4.02		779		1.96		Negative		684		769		675								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*18:01

		78		210		4.14		833		1.47		Negative		677		856		696		DRB1*04:01										DR4

		92		214		4.08		794		1.40		Negative		663		834		696		DRB1*04:05										DR4

		83		285		3.72		704		1.77		Negative		628		703		627								DPA1*03:01		DPB1*04:02						DPw4

		98		278		4.14		685		1.72		Negative		616		719		647								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*03:01						DPw3

		76		289		3.84		737		1.86		Negative		597		758		614								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*06:01						DPw6

		101		284		4.17		638		1.61		Negative		572		612		548								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*04:02						DPw4

		83		213		3.94		724		1.28		Negative		570		715		563		DRB1*04:04										DR4

		70		295		3.87		638		1.61		Negative		569		649		579								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*15:01

		83		298		3.49		605		1.52		Negative		551		592		539								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*19:01

		79		290		3.81		614		1.55		Negative		524		619		528								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*09:01

		75		273		3.84		624		1.57		Negative		521		642		536								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*01:01						DPw1

		82		293		4.20		595		1.50		Negative		495		632		525								DPA1*04:01		DPB1*13:01

		76		281		4.02		569		1.43		Negative		488		556		477								DPA1*02:02		DPB1*04:01						DPw4

		70		299		4.06		525		1.32		Negative		476		563		511								DPA1*02:02		DPB1*28:01

		77		276		3.67		562		1.42		Negative		470		561		469								DPA1*03:01		DPB1*01:01						DPw1

		68		283		3.93		536		1.35		Negative		455		535		454								DPA1*04:01		DPB1*04:01						DPw4

		79		280		3.93		537		1.35		Negative		454		497		420								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*04:01						DPw4

		73		215		3.70		567		1.00		Negative		437		577		445		DRB1*07:01										DR7

		83		279		4.17		506		1.27		Negative		417		472		389								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*04:01						DPw4

		78		287		4.23		483		1.22		Negative		399		468		386								DPA1*02:02		DPB1*05:01						DPw5

		90		291		3.54		437		1.10		Negative		397		423		385								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*11:01

		81		294		4.25		485		1.22		Negative		393		520		422								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*14:01

		98		275		4.40		468		1.18		Negative		375		481		385								DPA1*02:02		DPB1*01:01						DPw1

		92		282		3.82		476		1.20		Negative		359		466		351								DPA1*03:01		DPB1*04:01						DPw4

		91		286		4.22		440		1.11		Negative		341		422		327								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*05:01						DPw5

		77		292		4.31		433		1.09		Negative		302		460		321								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*13:01

		89		274		4.10		397		1.00		Negative		277		404		282								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*01:01						DPw1
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Table 1 (2)

		Patient Based Case 2023-02						Positive CON MFI:    Negative CON MFI:
16480                              446																										BG		raw value				BG		raw value

		Bead Count		Raw Value		Assignment		BG
Adjusted		DR/DR5x		DQA		DQB		DPA		DPB		DR
Serology		DQ
Serology		DP
Serology		Epitopes						DQB1*03		20713		20812

		83		21191		Positive		21140				DQA1*02:01		DQB1*03:02								DQ8(3)				130R, 116V						DQA1*04		20667		20764

		97		21153		Positive		21042				DQA1*03:01		DQB1*03:02								DQ8(3)				130R, 116V						DQB1*04		20616		20716

		88		21064		Positive		20963				DQA1*05:01		DQB1*03:01								DQ7(3)				130R, 116V						DQA1*06		20610		20710

		76		21037		Positive		20957				DQA1*01:02		DQB1*06:02								DQ6(1)				130R, 116V						DQB1*06		20245		20357

		90		20967		Positive		20843				DQA1*02:01		DQB1*04:01								DQ4				130R, 116V						DQA1*05		20076		20187

		76		20887		Positive		20784				DQA1*04:01		DQB1*03:03								DQ9(3)				130R, 116V						DQA1*03		19600		19700

		88		20816		Positive		20697				DQA1*03:01		DQB1*03:01								DQ7(3)				130R, 116V						DQA1*01		19356		19456

		104		20780		Positive		20679				DQA1*06:01		DQB1*03:03								DQ9(3)				130R, 116V						DQA1*02		19259		19359

		78		20769		Positive		20708				DQA1*01:03		DQB1*06:01								DQ6(1)				130R, 116V						DQB1*05		18337		18443

		81		20743		Positive		20647				DQA1*04:01		DQB1*04:01								DQ4				130R, 116V						DQB1*02		13673		13774

		99		20729		Positive		20615				DQA1*02:01		DQB1*06:01								DQ6(1)				130R, 116V						DRB1*09		8632		8729

		74		20720		Positive		20643				DQA1*06:01		DQB1*04:02								DQ4				130R, 116V						DRB1*01:03		6760		6865		DRB1*01:01 en 01:02		734		842

		80		20676		Positive		20613				DQA1*01:03		DQB1*06:03								DQ6(1)				130R, 116V						DRB1*11		3043		3121

		102		20661		Positive		20571				DQA1*04:01		DQB1*04:02								DQ4				130R, 116V						DRB1*14		2876		2962		DRb1*14:04		1740		1802

		60		20648		Positive		20534				DQA1*03:01		DQB1*04:02								DQ4				130R, 116V						DRB1*13:01		2863		2983		DRB1*13:03 en 13:05		2174		2269

		108		20641		Positive		20529				DQA1*03:02		DQB1*03:01								DQ7(3)				130R, 116V						DRB1*12:02		2265		2400		DRB1*12:01		1686		1815

		83		20629		Positive		20507				DQA1*06:01		DQB1*03:01								DQ7(3)				130R, 116V						DRB1*04:02		2082		2183		DRB1*04:01,03,04,05		659		825

		82		20559		Positive		20456				DQA1*05:01		DQB1*04:01								DQ4				130R, 116V

		93		20539		Positive		20460				DQA1*03:02		DQB1*03:02								DQ8(3)				130R, 116V

		76		20421		Positive		20330				DQA1*03:02		DQB1*03:03								DQ9(3)				130R, 116V										MFI

		83		19846		Positive		19578				DQA1*01:02		DQB1*06:04								DQ6(1)				116V						DQA1*02:01		DQB1*02:02		14437

		93		19823		Positive		19719				DQA1*01:02		DQB1*05:01								DQ5(1)				130R						DQA1*02:01		DQB1*02:01		1438		De enige negatieve DQA-DQB combinatie

		84		19668		Positive		19560				DQA1*05:01		DQB1*02:01								DQ2				130R, 116V

		90		19457		Positive		19323				DQA1*05:01		DQB1*02:02								DQ2				130R, 116V

		85		19084		Positive		18999				DQA1*01:04		DQB1*06:01								DQ6(1)				130R, 116V

		89		19011		Positive		18883				DQA1*01:02		DQB1*05:02								DQ5(1)				130R

		71		17660		Positive		17598				DQA1*01:04		DQB1*05:03								DQ5(1)				130R						DQB1*03		DQA1*04		DQB1*04		DQA1*06		DQB1*06		DQA1*05		DQA1*03		DQA1*01		DQA1*02		DQB1*05		DQB1*02		DRB1*09		DRB1*01:03		DRB1*11		DRB1*14		DRB1*13:01		DRB1*12:02		DRB1*04:02

		76		17279		Positive		17148				DQA1*01:01		DQB1*05:01								DQ5(1)				130R						20713		20667		20616		20610		20245		20076		19600		19356		19259		18337		13673		8632		6760		3043		2876		2863		2265		2082

		88		14548		Positive		14437				DQA1*02:01		DQB1*02:02								DQ2				130R, 116V

		102		13684		Positive		13605				DQA1*03:02		DQB1*02:02								DQ2				130R, 116V

		73		8729		Positive		8632		DRB1*09:01										DR9						13FEY

		64		6865		Positive		6760		DRB1*01:03										DR103						71E

		81		3601		Positive		3501		DRB1*11:03										DR11(5)						71E, 57DE

		86		3595		Positive		3493		DRB1*14:03										DR1403

		105		2983		Positive		2863		DRB1*13:01										DR13(6)						71E

		74		2886		Positive		2830		DRB1*11:04										DR11(5)						57DE

		79		2876		Positive		2797		DRB1*11:01										DR11(5)						57DE

		77		2400		Positive		2265		DRB1*12:02										DR12(5)						37L

		83		2328		Positive		2259		DRB1*14:01										DR14(6)						112Y

		81		2304		Negative		2199		DRB1*13:03										DR13(6)

		99		2234		Negative		2149		DRB1*13:05										DR13(6)

		88		2183		Positive		2082		DRB1*04:02										DR4						71E

		79		2180		Negative		2094		DRB1*08:02										DR8

		71		2057		Negative		1895		DRB1*16:01										DR16(2)

		78		1934		Negative		1819		DRB1*03:01										DR17(3)

		97		1843		Negative		1727		DRB1*08:01										DR8

		83		1815		Negative		1686		DRB1*12:01										DR12(5)						37L

		89		1802		Negative		1740		DRB1*14:04										DR1404

		84		1697		Negative		1597		DRB1*03:02										DR18(3)

		81		1637		Negative		1538		DRB1*03:03										DR18(3)

		95		1515		Negative		1438				DQA1*02:01		DQB1*02:01								DQ2				130R, 116V

		90		1494		Negative		1408		DRB3*02:02										DR52

		89		1479		Negative		1384		DRB3*03:01										DR52

		94		1211		Negative		1094		DRB3*01:01										DR52

		100		1142		Negative		1030		DRB1*15:02										DR15(2)

		90		1140		Negative		912		DRB1*16:02										DR16(2)

		63		1135		Negative		1059		DRB1*15:01										DR15(2)

		71		1097		Negative		1020		DRB5*01:01										DR51

		68		1013		Negative		902		DRB1*10:01										DR10

		71		990		Negative		908		DRB1*15:03										DR15(2)

		92		947		Negative		726		DRB1*04:03										DR4

		75		907		Negative		834		DRB4*01:01										DR53

		81		862		Negative		727		DRB1*01:02										DR1

		76		845		Negative		735								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*02:01						DPw2

		78		833		Negative		677		DRB1*04:01										DR4

		75		832		Negative		759								DPA1*03:01		DPB1*05:01						DPw5

		88		822		Negative		740		DRB1*01:01										DR1

		92		794		Negative		663		DRB1*04:05										DR4

		82		782		Negative		728								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*17:01

		98		779		Negative		684								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*18:01

		63		754		Negative		696		DRB5*02:02										DR51

		76		737		Negative		597								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*06:01						DPw6

		83		724		Negative		570		DRB1*04:04										DR4

		83		704		Negative		628								DPA1*03:01		DPB1*04:02						DPw4

		98		685		Negative		616								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*03:01						DPw3

		101		638		Negative		572								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*04:02						DPw4

		70		638		Negative		569								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*15:01

		75		624		Negative		521								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*01:01						DPw1

		79		614		Negative		524								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*09:01

		83		605		Negative		551								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*19:01

		82		595		Negative		495								DPA1*04:01		DPB1*13:01

		76		569		Negative		488								DPA1*02:02		DPB1*04:01						DPw4

		73		567		Negative		437		DRB1*07:01										DR7

		77		562		Negative		470								DPA1*03:01		DPB1*01:01						DPw1

		79		537		Negative		454								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*04:01						DPw4

		68		536		Negative		455								DPA1*04:01		DPB1*04:01						DPw4

		70		525		Negative		476								DPA1*02:02		DPB1*28:01

		83		506		Negative		417								DPA1*01:03		DPB1*04:01						DPw4

		81		485		Negative		393								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*14:01

		78		483		Negative		399								DPA1*02:02		DPB1*05:01						DPw5

		92		476		Negative		359								DPA1*03:01		DPB1*04:01						DPw4

		98		468		Negative		375								DPA1*02:02		DPB1*01:01						DPw1

		91		440		Negative		341								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*05:01						DPw5

		90		437		Negative		397								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*11:01

		77		433		Negative		302								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*13:01

		89		397		Negative		277								DPA1*02:01		DPB1*01:01						DPw1
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Table 1 (3)

		Patient Based Case 2023-02						Positive CON MFI:    Negative CON MFI:
16480                              446

		Bead Count		Raw Value		Assignment		BG
Adjusted		DR/DQ/DP		BG
Adjusted		DQA		DQB		DPA		DPB

		83		21191		Positive		21140		DQA1*02:01; DQB1*03:02		21140		DQA1*02:01		DQB1*03:02

		97		21153		Positive		21042		DQA1*03:01; DQB1*03:02		21042		DQA1*03:01		DQB1*03:02

		88		21064		Positive		20963		DQA1*05:01; DQB1*03:01		20963		DQA1*05:01		DQB1*03:01

		76		21037		Positive		20957		DQA1*01:02; DQB1*06:02		20957		DQA1*01:02		DQB1*06:02

		90		20967		Positive		20843		DQA1*02:01; DQB1*04:01		20843		DQA1*02:01		DQB1*04:01

		76		20887		Positive		20784		DQA1*04:01; DQB1*03:03		20784		DQA1*04:01		DQB1*03:03

		78		20769		Positive		20708		DQA1*01:03; DQB1*06:01		20708		DQA1*01:03		DQB1*06:01

		88		20816		Positive		20697		DQA1*03:01; DQB1*03:01		20697		DQA1*03:01		DQB1*03:01

		104		20780		Positive		20679		DQA1*06:01; DQB1*03:03		20679		DQA1*06:01		DQB1*03:03

		81		20743		Positive		20647		DQA1*04:01; DQB1*04:01		20647		DQA1*04:01		DQB1*04:01

		74		20720		Positive		20643		DQA1*06:01; DQB1*04:02		20643		DQA1*06:01		DQB1*04:02

		99		20729		Positive		20615		DQA1*02:01; DQB1*06:01		20615		DQA1*02:01		DQB1*06:01

		80		20676		Positive		20613		DQA1*01:03; DQB1*06:03		20613		DQA1*01:03		DQB1*06:03

		102		20661		Positive		20571		DQA1*04:01; DQB1*04:02		20571		DQA1*04:01		DQB1*04:02

		60		20648		Positive		20534		DQA1*03:01; DQB1*04:02		20534		DQA1*03:01		DQB1*04:02

		108		20641		Positive		20529		DQA1*03:02; DQB1*03:01		20529		DQA1*03:02		DQB1*03:01

		83		20629		Positive		20507		DQA1*06:01; DQB1*03:01		20507		DQA1*06:01		DQB1*03:01

		93		20539		Positive		20460		DQA1*03:02; DQB1*03:02		20460		DQA1*03:02		DQB1*03:02

		82		20559		Positive		20456		DQA1*05:01; DQB1*04:01		20456		DQA1*05:01		DQB1*04:01

		76		20421		Positive		20330		DQA1*03:02; DQB1*03:03		20330		DQA1*03:02		DQB1*03:03

		93		19823		Positive		19719		DQA1*01:02; DQB1*05:01		19719		DQA1*01:02		DQB1*05:01

		83		19846		Positive		19578		DQA1*01:02; DQB1*06:04		19578		DQA1*01:02		DQB1*06:04

		84		19668		Positive		19560		DQA1*05:01; DQB1*02:01		19560		DQA1*05:01		DQB1*02:01

		90		19457		Positive		19323		DQA1*05:01; DQB1*02:02		19323		DQA1*05:01		DQB1*02:02

		85		19084		Positive		18999		DQA1*01:04; DQB1*06:01		18999		DQA1*01:04		DQB1*06:01

		89		19011		Positive		18883		DQA1*01:02; DQB1*05:02		18883		DQA1*01:02		DQB1*05:02

		71		17660		Positive		17598		DQA1*01:04; DQB1*05:03		17598		DQA1*01:04		DQB1*05:03

		76		17279		Positive		17148		DQA1*01:01; DQB1*05:01		17148		DQA1*01:01		DQB1*05:01

		88		14548		Positive		14437		DQA1*02:01; DQB1*02:02		14437		DQA1*02:01		DQB1*02:02

		102		13684		Positive		13605		DQA1*03:02; DQB1*02:02		13605		DQA1*03:02		DQB1*02:02

		73		8729		Positive		8632		DRB1*09:01		8632

		64		6865		Positive		6760		DRB1*01:03		6760

		81		3601		Positive		3501		DRB1*11:03		3501

		86		3595		Positive		3493		DRB1*14:03		3493

		105		2983		Positive		2863		DRB1*13:01		2863

		74		2886		Positive		2830		DRB1*11:04		2830

		79		2876		Positive		2797		DRB1*11:01		2797

		77		2400		Positive		2265		DRB1*12:02		2265

		83		2328		Positive		2259		DRB1*14:01		2259

		81		2304		Negative		2199		DRB1*13:03		2199

		99		2234		Negative		2149		DRB1*13:05		2149

		79		2180		Negative		2094		DRB1*08:02		2094

		88		2183		Positive		2082		DRB1*04:02		2082

		71		2057		Negative		1895		DRB1*16:01		1895

		78		1934		Negative		1819		DRB1*03:01		1819

		89		1802		Negative		1740		DRB1*14:04		1740

		97		1843		Negative		1727		DRB1*08:01		1727

		83		1815		Negative		1686		DRB1*12:01		1686

		84		1697		Negative		1597		DRB1*03:02		1597

		81		1637		Negative		1538		DRB1*03:03		1538

		95		1515		Negative		1438		DQA1*02:01; DQB1*02:01		1438		DQA1*02:01		DQB1*02:01

		90		1494		Negative		1408		DRB3*02:02		1408

		89		1479		Negative		1384		DRB3*03:01		1384

		94		1211		Negative		1094		DRB3*01:01		1094

		63		1135		Negative		1059		DRB1*15:01		1059

		100		1142		Negative		1030		DRB1*15:02		1030

		71		1097		Negative		1020		DRB5*01:01		1020

		90		1140		Negative		912		DRB1*16:02		912

		71		990		Negative		908		DRB1*15:03		908

		68		1013		Negative		902		DRB1*10:01		902

		75		907		Negative		834		DRB4*01:01		834

		75		832		Negative		759		DPA1*03:01; DPB1*05:01		759						DPA1*03:01		DPB1*05:01

		88		822		Negative		740		DRB1*01:01		740

		76		845		Negative		735		DPA1*01:03; DPB1*02:01		735						DPA1*01:03		DPB1*02:01

		82		782		Negative		728		DPA1*02:01; DPB1*17:01		728						DPA1*02:01		DPB1*17:01

		81		862		Negative		727		DRB1*01:02		727

		92		947		Negative		726		DRB1*04:03		726

		63		754		Negative		696		DRB5*02:02		696

		98		779		Negative		684		DPA1*01:03; DPB1*18:01		684						DPA1*01:03		DPB1*18:01

		78		833		Negative		677		DRB1*04:01		677

		92		794		Negative		663		DRB1*04:05		663

		83		704		Negative		628		DPA1*03:01; DPB1*04:02		628						DPA1*03:01		DPB1*04:02

		98		685		Negative		616		DPA1*01:03; DPB1*03:01		616						DPA1*01:03		DPB1*03:01

		76		737		Negative		597		DPA1*01:03; DPB1*06:01		597						DPA1*01:03		DPB1*06:01

		101		638		Negative		572		DPA1*01:03; DPB1*04:02		572						DPA1*01:03		DPB1*04:02

		83		724		Negative		570		DRB1*04:04		570

		70		638		Negative		569		DPA1*02:01; DPB1*15:01		569						DPA1*02:01		DPB1*15:01

		83		605		Negative		551		DPA1*02:01; DPB1*19:01		551						DPA1*02:01		DPB1*19:01

		79		614		Negative		524		DPA1*02:01; DPB1*09:01		524						DPA1*02:01		DPB1*09:01

		75		624		Negative		521		DPA1*01:03; DPB1*01:01		521						DPA1*01:03		DPB1*01:01

		82		595		Negative		495		DPA1*04:01; DPB1*13:01		495						DPA1*04:01		DPB1*13:01

		76		569		Negative		488		DPA1*02:02; DPB1*04:01		488						DPA1*02:02		DPB1*04:01

		70		525		Negative		476		DPA1*02:02; DPB1*28:01		476						DPA1*02:02		DPB1*28:01

		77		562		Negative		470		DPA1*03:01; DPB1*01:01		470						DPA1*03:01		DPB1*01:01

		68		536		Negative		455		DPA1*04:01; DPB1*04:01		455						DPA1*04:01		DPB1*04:01

		79		537		Negative		454		DPA1*02:01; DPB1*04:01		454						DPA1*02:01		DPB1*04:01

		73		567		Negative		437		DRB1*07:01		437

		83		506		Negative		417		DPA1*01:03; DPB1*04:01		417						DPA1*01:03		DPB1*04:01

		78		483		Negative		399		DPA1*02:02; DPB1*05:01		399						DPA1*02:02		DPB1*05:01

		90		437		Negative		397		DPA1*02:01; DPB1*11:01		397						DPA1*02:01		DPB1*11:01

		81		485		Negative		393		DPA1*02:01; DPB1*14:01		393						DPA1*02:01		DPB1*14:01

		98		468		Negative		375		DPA1*02:02; DPB1*01:01		375						DPA1*02:02		DPB1*01:01

		92		476		Negative		359		DPA1*03:01; DPB1*04:01		359						DPA1*03:01		DPB1*04:01

		91		440		Negative		341		DPA1*02:01; DPB1*05:01		341						DPA1*02:01		DPB1*05:01

		77		433		Negative		302		DPA1*02:01; DPB1*13:01		302						DPA1*02:01		DPB1*13:01

		89		397		Negative		277		DPA1*02:01; DPB1*01:01		277						DPA1*02:01		DPB1*01:01





BG	
Adjusted	DQA1*02:01; DQB1*03:02	DQA1*03:01; DQB1*03:02	DQA1*05:01; DQB1*03:01	DQA1*01:02; DQB1*06:02	DQA1*02:01; DQB1*04:01	DQA1*04:01; DQB1*03:03	DQA1*01:03; DQB1*06:01	DQA1*03:01; DQB1*03:01	DQA1*06:01; DQB1*03:03	DQA1*04:01; DQB1*04:01	DQA1*06:01; DQB1*04:02	DQA1*02:01; DQB1*06:01	DQA1*01:03; DQB1*06:03	DQA1*04:01; DQB1*04:02	DQA1*03:01; DQB1*04:02	DQA1*03:02; DQB1*03:01	DQA1*06:01; DQB1*03:01	DQA1*03:02; DQB1*03:02	DQA1*05:01; DQB1*04:01	DQA1*03:02; DQB1*03:03	DQA1*01:02; DQB1*05:01	DQA1*01:02; DQB1*06:04	DQA1*05:01; DQB1*02:01	DQA1*05:01; DQB1*02:02	DQA1*01:04; DQB1*06:01	DQA1*01:02; DQB1*05:02	DQA1*01:04; DQB1*05:03	DQA1*01:01; DQB1*05:01	DQA1*02:01; DQB1*02:02	DQA1*03:02; DQB1*02:02	DRB1*09:01	DRB1*01:03	DRB1*11:03	DRB1*14:03	DRB1*13:01	DRB1*11:04	DRB1*11:01	DRB1*12:02	DRB1*14:01	DRB1*13:03	DRB1*13:05	DRB1*08:02	DRB1*04:02	DRB1*16:01	DRB1*03:01	DRB1*14:04	DRB1*08:01	DRB1*12:01	DRB1*03:02	DRB1*03:03	DQA1*02:01; DQB1*02:01	DRB3*02:02	DRB3*03:01	DRB3*01:01	DRB1*15:01	DRB1*15:02	DRB5*01:01	DRB1*16:02	DRB1*15:03	DRB1*10:01	DRB4*01:01	DPA1*03:01; DPB1*05:01	DRB1*01:01	DPA1*01:03; DPB1*02:01	DPA1*02:01; DPB1*17:01	DRB1*01:02	DRB1*04:03	DRB5*02:02	DPA1*01:03; DPB1*18:01	DRB1*04:01	DRB1*04:05	DPA1*03:01; DPB1*04:02	DPA1*01:03; DPB1*03:01	DPA1*01:03; DPB1*06:01	DPA1*01:03; DPB1*04:02	DRB1*04:04	DPA1*02:01; DPB1*15:01	DPA1*02:01; DPB1*19:01	DPA1*02:01; DPB1*09:01	DPA1*01:03; DPB1*01:01	DPA1*04:01; DPB1*13:01	DPA1*02:02; DPB1*04:01	DPA1*02:02; DPB1*28:01	DPA1*03:01; DPB1*01:01	DPA1*04:01; DPB1*04:01	DPA1*02:01; DPB1*04:01	DRB1*07:01	DPA1*01:03; DPB1*04:01	DPA1*02:02; DPB1*05:01	DPA1*02:01; DPB1*11:01	DPA1*02:01; DPB1*14:01	DPA1*02:02; DPB1*01:01	DPA1*03:01; DPB1*04:01	DPA1*02:01; DPB1*05:01	DPA1*02:01; DPB1*13:01	DPA1*02:01; DPB1*01:01	21140	21042	20963	20957	20843	20784	20708	20697	20679	20647	20643	20615	20613	20571	20534	20529	20507	20460	20456	20330	19719	19578	19560	19323	18999	18883	17598	17148	14437	13605	8632	6760	3501	3493	2863	2830	2797	226	5	2259	2199	2149	2094	2082	1895	1819	1740	1727	1686	1597	1538	1438	1408	1384	1094	1059	1030	1020	912	908	902	834	759	740	735	728	727	726	696	684	677	663	628	616	597	572	570	569	551	524	521	495	488	476	470	455	454	437	417	399	397	393	375	359	341	302	277	









Explanation of the antibody reactivity pattern

3-Apr-249 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

• By the donor HLA-type.  Transplantation took place in 2004
    No donor material was left to perform a high-resolution typing

• The most likely donor class II typing would be: DR11-DQB1*03:01-DQA1*05:05
              DR7-DQB1*02:02-DQA1*02:01

• Antibodies against DQ7 (immunizing antigen), DQ8, DQ9, DQ5, DQ6 and DQ4  could all be explained 
by a shared eplet (46VY)

• DQA1*05:01 immunization could be explained by the donor DQA1*05:05. DQA1*05:01 and 
DQA1*05:05 have identical amino acids present on solvent accessible positions

• Antibodies against DQB1*02:02 could be explained by the proposed DQ2 typing of the donor.

• DR antibodies are more difficult to explain by the donor HLA type, only DR11 antibodies can be 
explained.



Patient case 2023-02: Remarks

3-Apr-2410 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

Until recently high resolution typing of cadaveric donors was not available

Translating the donor HLA-type into the most likely high-resolution HLA-type as well 
as imputation or linkage for the DQA chain, may help to understand the 
immunization status of a patient

Please be aware that in reality the HLA-type may be different

Try to obtain as much immunological information as possible 



Patient case 2023-03: Recipient information

Male recipient aged 43 years, blood group  A pos, transplanted with a deceased donor kidney in 2014 
The organ failed in 2018
Recipient HLA type: A31, A33, B18, B72, Bw6, Cw2, Cw7, DR4, DR10, DR53, DQ5, DQ8, DQA-01, DQA-03, 
DP-03, DP-0401, DPA-01

HLA type of the failed donor kidney:
A3, B7, B35, Bw6, Cw4, Cw7, DR4, DR12, DR52, DR53, DQ7

Antibody information:
Recent Luminex screen: negative for class I, positive for class II
Recent autologous crossmatch: positive
No CDC antibodies; SAB antibodies: see following slide

Crossmatch on unseparated speen cells without DTT: Positive; with DTT: Negative
HLA type donor offer: A3, B7, B37, Bw4, Bw6, Cw6, Cw7, DR4, DR10, DR53, DQ5, DQ1, DQ8, DQ3

3-Apr-2411 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen



Patient case 2023-03 Immunology

Recipient HLA type:
A31, A33, B18, B72, Bw6, Cw2, Cw7, DR4, DR10, DR53, DQ1,DQ5, DQ3,DQ8, DQA-01, DQA-03, DP-03, DP-
0401, DPA-01

First donor’s HLA type: 
A3, B7, B35, Bw6, Cw4, Cw7, DR4, DR12, DR52, DR53, DQ3, DQ7

Current Donor offer HLA type: 
A3, B7, B37, Bw4, Bw6, Cw6, Cw7, DR4, DR10, DR53, DQ5,DQ1, DQ8, DQ3

3-Apr-2412 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

Green: match
Blue: mismatch without proven antibodies (CDC or Luminex SA)
Orange: repeated mismatch

Unacceptable Antigens as defined by the recipient’s laboratory: A2, A28, B8, DR3, DR6



Patient case 2023-03: Unacceptable antigens

3-Apr-2413 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

MFI: raw values 

A2 A28 B8 DR3 DR6
Historic MFI
(One Lambda)

4946 3987 3490 4532 2533

Current MFI
(Immucor)

181 184 114 145 298

No unacceptable antigens are present in the donor’s phenotype according to 
single antigen data: A31, A33, B18, B72, Bw6, Cw2, Cw7, DR4, DR10, DR53, DQ1,DQ5, 
DQ3,DQ8, DQA-01, DQA-03, DP-03, DP-0401, DPA-01

15 centers indicate that the repeated mismatches are considered unacceptable



Patient case 2023-03: Discussion
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Crossmatch:

- Negative with DTT

- Autologous crossmatch is positive
Indicates IgM antibodies (no contraindication)



Patient case 2023-03: Discussion

3-Apr-2415 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

Repeated mismatches

- No antibodies directed against the repeated mismatches

- Standard risk 
(data Dave Roelen; presented at the annual ET meeting in 2023, available via 
https://my.eurotransplant.org/organization/?target=annual-meeting)

 

https://my.eurotransplant.org/organization/?target=annual-meeting


Request: New cases!

Preferably concerning (recipients awaiting) deceased donor kidney transplantations 

For example: 
• for recipients with an aberrant antibody profile
• with unexpected crossmatch outcomes
• for a recipient waiting longer than average
• with interventions done to facilitate transplantation
• and other…..

Please send a short information to the ETRL: etrl@eurotransplant.org
- All recipient, donor and center data will by anonymized -

Thanks to the labs who already made cases available!

3-Apr-2416 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

mailto:etrl@eurotransplant.org


Thank You
For participating in the patient-based cases EPT

3-Apr-2417 Extramural Meeting 2023, Mechelen

The ETRL-team
etrl@eurotransplant.org
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